The Dailies with Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn
Monday, January 31st through Sunday, February 6th, 2022
"Self Care is Self Preservation"
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, January 31st through Sunday, February 6th, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summernight Oracle Lenormand deck. 
I'm giving it to you a day early this week because I feel that an extra day to prepare for the onslaught of the upcoming mood would be beneficial. It's been a long cold winter for us here in the Northern latitudes. that along with senses of confusion, feelings of being in a slump, and a sense of needing to "catch up" seems to be flowing like wine throughout ourselves and our environments. Take today to prepare a nice bag in advance, with smelly good things, a good book, nice teas, or whatever you think might bring you comforts when you need them. Make sure your batteries are well charged, check your oil, or sew up that loose stitch you've been meaning to get to.   
Monday, the 31st-Grave reversed crossed by Protection with Voodooie at the root. Grave upside down suggests that something has us looking backward. Digging up bones to re-evaluate a few things, perhaps attempting to resurrect an old concept or way of doing things, in an attempt to find something we feel we may have overlooked. Protection crossing indicates that we may be feeling a bit vulnerable so caution against "going too deep" is highlighted. As a card of development, Protection reminds us that our experiences are a part of who we have become, and regardless of how good or bad those experiences were, they were significant in shaping who we became. The vital essence of our innermost self, that which makes us "tick", must be safeguarded - not only from those who may not have our best interests at heart but from our self-doubt and fear. Voodooie at the root suggests that we take a moment to look around at what we have accomplished and to re-evaluate what we have stitched up into our situations today. Have we bitten off more than we can chew? Have we stitched enough of what we need into our schedule? 
We may be feeling a bit vulnerable today, so be kind to yourself and others. If you want to make lunch for yourself or feel that you need a minute to regroup, don't be ashamed to express that today.        
Tuesday, February 1st-The Sun reversed, crossed by Voodooie, with Drying Herbs at the root. Tuesday suggests that we be careful not to overdo today. Fatigue may lead to exhaustion if we're not careful. The Sun is energy and indicates movement and vitality. If yesterday's reading is taken into account, then indeed we may be feeling a bit overwhelmed, and a bit unappreciated. Voodooie pops in again to remind us about what we are pulling into ourselves and the environment and to caution against over-expectations. Look at what is on the table, and if it's too much, reach out for a bit of assistance today.  
Wednesday the 2nd-Book of Shadows reversed, crossed by Grub-Grub with Black Philip reversed at the root. The Book of Shadows is our journal of experiences. Reversed, indicates that we may be feeling out of sorts based on some preconceived notions and self-doubt. Crossed by Grub-Grub, indicates that this doubt most likely has something to do with us feeling as though we are out of sync or not moving within our natural rhythms. Black Philip at the roots verifies that we're not taking the necessary steps to self-care. When we don't consider our needs, inevitably we will begin to start losing traction and feeling bad about ourselves, which leads to unhealthy thoughts and emotions. As a result, ee may be beginning to lose interest in a particular project or process. Taking some time for ourselves is necessary to bring us back into our nature. Going for a walk, buying ourselves something nice, or taking an extra amount of time to do nice things for ourselves today is key. Our needs are just as vital as everyone else's.
Thursday the 3rd-Sunflower in reversed crossed by Chair with Disruption reversed at the root. Sunflowers are one of nature's sponges. They pull up toxins from the ground and have the ability to cleanse even radioactivity from the soil. Reversed indicates that we've taken in too much, and our health and well-being may be suffering because of it. being a caretaker, teacher or trusted advisor is an honor, but not one without taking a toll. We may be feeling crowded or alone. We may be feeling misunderstood and uncompensated. Crossed by Chair, suggests that we may be feeling a bit nostalgic and re-evaluating why we chose to be where we are in our work or relationships. Sadness and feelings of loneliness may be present. Disruption reversed indicates that while we may have overcome those big obstacles and met challenges by moving headstrong and courageously, perhaps we re-evaluate whether or not we're happy. Mental health is key today. When we aren't happy, it's because we're feeling as though we're not living up to a certain expectation, whether that be our sense of expectation or someone else's. Ultimately, those feelings will begin to cause anxiety and set off a pattern of undesirable events.           
Friday the 4th-Death in reverse, crossed by Witch with Broom reversed at the root. Death reversed indicates that we are aware of stagnation in our life. This is realized through a sense of unfulfillment, unhealthy choices, and the bit of stinkin' thinkin' that has permeated our vibe all week. Witch puts the foot down firmly today and suggests that we've come to a place where we have had enough of this. Witch is affirmation and motivation and reminds us that we are the boss of ourselves. It is our majik, energy, and instincts that pull us through every day. Witch hands us the broom and suggests that it's time to sweep out the emotional clutter and rise to our most powerful witchy selves. Clean it up, cast it out, and create something better. With it being Friday, the weekend funsies and looking forward to relaxation is helping our mood. Make this your weekend. Make plans to do things that inspire you. If others aren't into it, well, then they can just find their groove in their own way. Focus on you this weekend and get that very much-needed reboot.         
Saturday the 5th-Talisman reversed crossed by Harmony with The Sun at the root. This week has been full of emotion and thought processes which have led us to some pretty dark moments. Talisman assures us that what we have put in is indeed what we will get out. Talisman shows up in a reading to let us know that some form of energy or force has been activated. What we need the most has been shown in our thoughts and feelings. harmony crossing with Sun at the roots indicates that on Saturday, we will be feeling better about things. This is no doubt because we have taken the time needed to explore and entertain our well-being this weekend. 
 Sunday, the 6th-Mao cat, crossed by Disruption with Book of Shadows at the root. Cats are flexible and alert and with Mao cat on the prowl today, especially with Disruption at the root, today's reading indicates that we are a little worried about what the next week might have to offer. We must keep in mind that disruption isn't always a bad thing, and comes as either a cause or an effect. Book of Shadows at the root suggests that this keen sense of awareness and flexibility is because we've looked into our resources, dug deep, and have come to some form of agreement on how we have to do things. 
Weekly Summary - Change is needed. Cycles and patterns of behavior will continue to play out. Self-awareness, self-love, and self-care are absolutely vital. 
We are moving a bit out of sync this coming week, but let's be real about it....everyone is a bit off. The weather has been uncomfortable, we may have grown a bit uncomfortable over the long Winter (or Summer if you live down South), the news is nightmare fuel, and our neighbors, friends, and family are all in their own process of figuring out how to just "be" after such a long process of confusion. 
We've may realize that we've let some of ourselves "go" in a bad way and are in vital need of getting healthy. This may be in taking time to exercise, or to buy the foods we need, or to just be in our own sense of comfort. Self-care is self-preservation, and we have to remember that our needs are just as important as anyone else's. Those we love know how much we love them, and there is no need to throw ourselves into the fiery depths of servitude, guilt, and bad habits to prove it. If that's what they expect, we need to clear up a few things. if that's what we expect from ourselves, we need to take a good hard look into why we are constantly self-sacrificing.  
It will get better, but we need to be kind to ourselves. We know what we need, we just need to figure out how to do it. 
Go for a walk, stay hydrated, cut back on caffeine, and take extra amounts of time for yourself. Be mindful, but not obsessive. Balance is what we're looking for, and a natural way to be ourselves. Contemplate the best ways to do this, and start making changes to improve the situation. Keep in mind, we are not victims of circumstance, and have the power to change the things that we don't like or no longer serve our well-being. 
__________________________________________________________________________________
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. 
The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. 
Tune in here every Sunday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone.
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